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The memo setting out the “objectives of the history project (HIST/2,

8/23/82) , written in Standard Reports Office cadence, underplays what I
believe should be an ‘important objective of the history project.

Late in 1959 Maurice Pate asked staff members to give him their views
about the future of UNICEF. As we burrow into the archives I hope very much

we can find their responses. However I have uncovered the answer I prepared

in January 1960 (attached to this memo) which reflected a trend of thinking
among so,me of us in the UNICEF Secretariat.

What strikes, me about this answer is that F.ow- more than two decades

later - it.is still up-to-date in many respects. I mentioned this unhappy

thoug!]t to Dick HeyWard. Sharing it, he felt that the history project should
encourage pondering about why we have been so slow in achieving our

aspirations. Iiow might we have done things differently to have mace better
progress?

I should like to see this

allof’ us who will be engaged
the UNICEF experience.

self-critical attitude underlie the approach of
in putting t,q,getherand analyzing the record of-.

Personally, ‘I know that it would be shot in the arm for me if I could, in
the year 2000, read a memo on the future of UNICEF which did not need to

rehash so many of the same issues and remedies.
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